LotLinx
Live Demo
Pros:

Cons:

Y
New Reports & Strong Customer Support
Powerful Facebook Advertising Platform
Efficient and Cost Effective VIN Advertising
Previous reporting did not reflect the ROI of the product

LotLinx has changed the way dealers can connect with in-market auto shoppers. Consumers are
doing most of their vehicle research online and visit only two dealerships prior to purchase.
Lotlinx has built a business model which connects dealers and in-market consumers in a unique
way, to keep the dealer’s vehicles in the consumer’s final shopping list.

This revolutionary marketing model has proven to be extremely effective. In a three-market OEM
test, half of the dealers used LotLinx and half did not. The stores using the Lotlinx platform saw a
15% increase in sales per month. The LotLinx platform is backed by a team of certified Google
Analytics experts dedicated to helping dealers reach their sales goals. Their new reporting tools
makes it easy for dealers to see the ROI of the platform.
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LotLinx provides dealers with an equitable distribution of VDP views, helping them drive sales
and move cars off the lot faster. The platform connects with in-market shoppers when the dealer's
current AdWords or social media strategy have not been delivered to their website. This unique
strategy causes over 90% of the traffic to be from first time visitors.
VINvertising
VDP views move vehicles off the lot. If a shopper isn't seeing the vehicle, then they certainly
aren't buying it. LotLinx strives to drive VDP level traffic to speed up vehicle turn rates. The
platform is able to do this by distributing dealers' inventory to 200+ automotive sites. When
shoppers search for vehicles on any of the sites, your listings that match that query appear right in
front of the consumer.
LotLinx only attracts relevant, in-market buyers. When shoppers search through third-party sites,
LotLinx only displays vehicles that match their search and are geographically located in the
consumer’s reach. Once consumers have vehicles from dealers' inventory in the palm of their
hands, they can click on the listing to bring it directly to the dealer's VDP page on the dealer’s
website.
After viewing the VDP, the shopper may not proceed with the buying process, in which case VIN
listings will appear as ads on other sites the consumer visits. This retargeting method provides a
relevant and engaging ad, personalized for the individual shopper.
LotLinx uses VINvertising to select and advertise VIN specific inventory to a shopper at the
exact moment they express interest. As long as the search fields match a vehicle in the
dealership's inventory, the shopper is brought from the third-party site to the VDP on the
dealership's website.
Facebook Integration
LotLinx has recently announced
an expansion of their
VINvertising strategy with a
partnership with Facebook.
Dealers can now target in-market
shoppers on Facebook
automatically through the
LotLinx vehicle syndication
model.
The right vehicles can be
presented at the right time to
consumers on Facebook. When
the consumer clicks on the ad,
they are taken directly to the
dealership’s Vehicle Detail Page (VDP).
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VINvertising on Steroids
The new LotLinx Campaign Manager is “best in class” for VINvertising on the LotLinx Automotive

Network and now on Facebook. The speed at which campaigns can be created and launched,
based on in-stock inventory, is without peer.

Dealers can quickly select vehicles that are not getting Vin views and accelerate shopper traffic
through the proprietary advertising interface. LotLinx also provides clear reports that can show
dealers which in-stock vehicles are not getting enough shopper visits to trigger a sale.
In the example above, dealers can select which models they would like to include in the
advertising campaign. The green toggle switches, shown by the orange arrow, allow dealers
granular advertising of their vehicles by make, model, and trim. Lotlinx will even show how
many VDP views the vehicle has received to date, so that dealers with smaller budgets can
maximize their ad dollars and focus on the cars that need the most assistance.
The red arrow points to data that allows the dealer to see the effectiveness of each of the traffic
channels: direct, organic, SEM, and LotLinx. Since LotLinx tracks all shopping activity on the
dealer’s website, this information is extremely valuable in helping dealers optimize which market
investments are producing the most shoppers at the lowest cost.
One of the best features of their new advertising platform is how Lotlinx made it very simple for
dealers to identify the cars that need more shoppers. Their dashboard pulls in VDP activity using
vAuto so dealers can see total vehicle VDP views from their website and third party websites like
Autotrader. In the graphic on the following page, Lotlinx provides a tool which shows how many
VDP views each vehicle in stock has received to date.
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The spike on the left of this graph represents the most popular cars in the dealership. The area
shaded in grey represents vehicles that have very few VDP views. Lotlinx research has found that
dealers need to have a system to ensure that all vehicles get over 30 VDP views, which is
represented by the red dotted line.
This inventory selection tool allows dealers to put ad dollars directly toward vehicles that need
more shopper traffic. In the example above, this dealer would be targeted 97 vehicles which, as a
group, only have 1,240 VDP views. That is an average of 12.8 VDP views per vehicle.
By targeting vehicles that need the most assistance, dealers can accelerate their sales and annual
turn rates. There is no other platform on the market, that we have seen this year, that makes
advertising at the VIN level so easy and cost effective. The speed at which high quality ads can
be created gives dealers a significant reason not to spend their own time trying to select vehicles
that would be good candidates for Facebook advertising.
The ad builder in LotLinx simplifies the targeting and placement parameters for dealers so that
they do not have to be digital marketing experts to create effective campaigns. Unlike other
online adverting platforms, LotLinx is focused on sending shoppers to a dealer’s website. Their
VINvertising strategy delivers online shoppers, who engage with the dealer’s inventory for $3.99
per shopper. This upgrade for LotLinx customers will set them apart from their competitors.
The new Lotlinx Campaign Manager is a game changer for dealers using LotLinx. The Facebook
advertising opportunity is only available to dealers who are already advertising on the LotLinx
Automotive Network. The combination of these two strategies, and additional VINvertising
channels planned in the future, brings further evidence to why LotLinx should be included in
every dealer’s core budget.
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Campaign Budgeting
In the example below, the LotLinx Campaign Manager makes it easy to select a budget based on
how many shoppers the dealer wants to send to their Vehicle Detail Pages (VDP).

The orange arrow points to the geo-targeting settings that are available to the dealer. The green
arrow points to the budget that the dealer can set for the campaign. In this example, the dealer’s
budget will bring 485 shoppers to the dealer’s website by using the Lotlinx Automotive Network.
Facebook ad campaigns will generally run under $1.00 per visit, and the clicks are directed to the
dealership’s Vehicle Detail Page (VDP).
Local consumers will visit the dealer’s website based on seeing customized ads for in-stock
vehicles, which are dynamically generated and refreshed each day. In the example below, the
dealer will see just how the ads will look on the LotLinx Platform.
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LotLinx Is Aligned with Dealership Goals
Each day a vehicle sits on the lot, the dealership is losing money. Dealers will lower vehicle
prices to move them off the lot, as inventory ages. With LotLinx, dealers are able to sell the
vehicles that are more difficult to move without decreasing prices, by driving VDP views of
specific vehicles.
LotLinx clients pay $3.99 per unique shopper and cannot be charged twice for the same shopper.
This pricing model is far more valuable than the traditional price-per -click model which drives
clicks to the same few VDP pages, and not necessarily the ones dealers need the visibility on. By
targeting specific vehicles in your inventory and sending the shopper directly to the VDP on your
website, LotLinx optimizes dealers' marketing investment.
Detailed Reporting

LotLinx reports on shoppers' VDP views and sales velocity within Google Analytics through their
LotLinx dealer portal. The reporting tool, Velocity, focuses on the number of VDP views, the
number of shoppers, and how those factors affected the number of days the vehicle sat on the lot.
One of the main areas of improvement from last year’s review is their reporting. Prior to their
new reports, dealers were able to see the influence of Lotlinx, but not what these visitors did on
site.
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The Lotlinx team now works directly with the dealer to set up a series of goals and events using
Google Analytics, and assigns a numeric, dollar value to each goal and event. This feature gives
dealers the ability to see their return for each objective. By converting dealer traffic to a dollar return, LotLinx encourages dealers to inspect the profitability of their campaigns and determine
where changes need to be made.
Summary
LotLinx has built a high quality network of advertising channels for dealers to market their
vehicles to in-market shoppers. The transparency of click data in Google Analytics and the ease at
which vehicles can be selected for advertising make LotLinx a “must-have” in a dealer’s
marketing budget.
With weekly and monthly sales reports
and analytics, dealers have full insight
into their LotLinx campaigns. The high
quality of shopper traffic and the userfriendly reporting system fills in the gaps
in current dealership marketing strategies.
The addition of Facebook advertising to
the LotLinx Campaign Manager should
excite existing customers and attract new
ones.
Disclosure: PCG Digital Marketing, the
digital agency branch of PCG Companies,
is a reseller of LotLinx to their dealer
clients. PCG Digital Marketing receives a
commission for sales of the Lotlinx
marketing platform. PCG Digital
Marketing is not paid to market or
advertise their platform.

Complete AWA Research Report
If you would like to purchase the 330 page AWA Research Report and Buyers Guide, please
visit: www.awa.autos.
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